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How To Choose The Right
Outdoor Blinds For Your Home

Our team has been making and installing outdoor blinds for over 10 years. 
We offer professional advice, premium locally made products and full-service 
custom solutions to suit your home and needs. 
 
Our range is made up of 4 different outdoor blinds that offer customers 
unique benefits and purpose. If you’re considering installing outdoor blinds 
to your alfresco you have come to the right place.

We have a free measure, quote and design consultation available to 
ensure you choose the right type of outdoor blinds for your home. At your 
appointment, we work through a 4 stage process.
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01 What do you want to achieve by 
installing the outdoor blinds?

Are you looking for Sunblock out? Stopping the rain? Reducing the strong 
breeze? Or increasing privacy?

Blinds offer a range of benefits and identifying why and what you hope to 
achieve with the outdoor blinds will help choose what model is right for your 
home.

How often will you be using your blinds? 
Daily? Weekly?

How will you operate them?
Electrically? By remote? Or by hand?
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02 The operating method is a crucial factor 
in the outdoor blind selection process.

Too often we see outdoor blinds installed on tall openings and people can 
hardly reach the operator blinds that are too large to be opened by hand 
with ease; our consultant will go through each blind and demonstrate how 
easy they are to use so that together you can work out what model of blind 
is right for your home.
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03 Selections

Each outdoor blind has a different frame and hood, selecting a look your 
happy with is important to keep the aesthetics of your outdoor area looking 
sleek. Colour selection and Fabric selection are important and also can vary 
the price, it’s important to touch feel and visualize the fabric and framework 
in your home. 

We believe our Nu Style outdoor blinds should not only be functional but 
also add style to your home looking pleasant and allowing you to maximise 
your outdoor living all year round. All of our fabrics are welded locally and 
are made of the best quality pvc’s and canvas available. We also custom 
make each blind locally at our Perth factory in Malaga.
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04 How will the blinds be installed?

This is where it gets a bit technical, all of our consultants have been 
involved in the manufacture process and installation of our products before, 
so they can explain in detail where the blind will be fitted, it is important to 
differentiate how a face fitted blind will look to a reveal-based blind. 

Manual and Electric blinds prefer different installation styles as powering 
the motor is of importance with electrics. With manuals, it’s important to 
have the operating handle to the area the blind will be most commonly used 
from.

Brick homes can be quite straightforward but timber or steel patios and 
verandahs can require a level of expertise, certain models will work better 
being fitted in the face or reveal dependent on the structure of your home.



Confusing? Not to worry, we make all of the 
above too easy! It’s our job!

To choose the right type of blinds for your home, you need the right infor-
mation, If you want to maximize your outdoor living time by installing out-
door blinds to your home, alfresco or balcony or even windows give us a 
call today on 130798776 and we can bring samples of our outdoor blinds 
range and fabrics to your home. 
 
Your also more than welcome to come down to our production factory and 
showroom at 179 Berringarra avenue Malaga and view our large sam-
ples and have a tour of the factory!


